CALS Administration

Academic Affairs
- Bollig, Nikki
- Browne, Thomas F
- Cairns, Delaney
- Cutsforth, Tanya
- Foley, Lauren F
- Garvens, Carley
- Grill, Megan
- Huber Miller, Susan
- Johnson, Ella
- Klatt, John
- Martin, Karen S
- O'Rourke, Megan
- Paris, Laura
- Patteicher, Sarah K
- Reinger, Morgan
- Reinhard, Molly
- Rowntree, Christina
- Rush, Brittany
- Ryan, Susan
- Vack, Kristina
- Wilson, Nina
- Xiong, Plia

Human Resources/Payroll
- Baumgard, Brandon
- Benz, Joy
- Boe, Carla
- Bowes, Cheryl
- Carroll, Kristin
- Cave, Justin
- Hillmer, Carol Y
- Martinsen, Lynn A
- McCusky, Daniel
- Schreyer, Alexandra
- Schry, Todd
- Segebrecht, Carlee
- Sills, Justin
- Wagner, Dawn R
- Wheeler, Cassandra

International Programs
- Ferrick, John A
- Gunasekaran, Sundaram
- Knapp, Kelly

North Central Regional Association
- Hamilton, Christina M

Office of the Dean and Director
- Finkbeiner, Megan
- Knapp, Kelly
- McHenry, Therese
- Reese, Travis
- Segebrecht, Carlee
- Sills, Justin
- Wagner, Dawn R
- Wheeler, Cassandra

Research Division
- Barker, Bill
- Boreleske, Vincent J
- Deering, Cheryl
- Marcotte, Sarah
- McMillen, Kyle
- Pemberton, Kate
- Sass, Michell E

Wisconsin Ag Experiment Station
- Barker, Bill
- Hillmer, Casey L
- Seiter, Angela M

Farm and Industry Short Course
- Braxton, Don (Dorms)
- Desk Phone, Jorns
- Fendrick, Cindy L
- Wilkinson, Kenneth (Dorms)
- Wilson, Nina

Business Services
- Blackburn, Brandon
- Davidson, Hannah
- Fowler, Sandra L
- Hillmer, Casey L
- Kaur, Ara
- Kobitter, Emma
- Kukula, Marci-Rae
- Nelson, Alex
- Seitler, Angela M
- Stange, David
- Szewczyk, Victoria
- Tonstad, Judith J
- Tupper, Rachel M

CALS IT
- Arndt, Christopher G
- Comeau, Nickolas
- Hartman, Tom
- Hong, Chandler
- Krembs, Charlene R
- Lang, Dixie
- Nemec, Al M
- Pursian, Jason
- Tabone, Tom

Co-op Extension Admin
- Kolb, Lorre
- Reinemann, Doug
- Scharm, Julie

External Relations/Communication Pr
- Bock, Rebecca
- Davison, Gilliane
- Hawkins, Nik
- King, Michael
- Lambersson Philipp, Danielle
- Luedtke, Kara
- Miller, Nicole E
- Schneider, Caroline
- Vincent, Ben
- Zoerb, Heidi
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